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Year Four             Early Literacy Learning 

 

Year Five             Early Literacy Learning 

 Adults demonstrate the importance of caring literacy mentors in a child’s life through 

consistent  caring interactions and love. They provide books for the child. 

 Adults provide “three stories a day” and are playful about it. They watch for child’s 

behaviors that provide evidence of being a “strong reader”, then celebrate!  

Adults use texts to stretch understanding of new words  

Adults act as a model. Child watches adults reading and enjoying reading and writing. They 

talk about  books. 

 

Adults inform the child that they make stories every time they pretend-and this is why 

they are just like  the authours who write your books. 

Adults provide simple props and acknowledge child’s efforts to create props for 

stories.   

Adults encourage revisiting a familiar book and the retelling or acting out of the story 

as often as possible. 

Adult provide more complex plots when they notice the child is ready.  They find “just 

right books” by paying attention to the unique strengths and needs of the child. 

 

Adult are eager to share “ the way books work”.  

Adults show the title, left show how we sweep across the page, point out big important 

words. 

Adults have fun with interesting words and pointing out rhyming words. Adults promote 

letter knowledge  

Adults find books that have easy and predictable patterns that are joyfully repeated.  

Adults show that a letter is not the same as a word. 

Adults now provide lots of choices for self-selected reading time. They intentionally 

motivate the child to learn and appreciate literate forms. 

Adults help build Background knowledge by providing a theme where new words are 

explored in different ways. 

 Adults introduce concept that some books are stories (fiction) and some books are about 

real things (information or non-fiction).  They know if a child likes a certain genre and help 

locate engaging books.  

Someone  takes the time to connect the child with “just right text “.  

 

Adults inform the child that they make stories every time they pretend-and this is 

why they are just like  the authours who write your books. 

Adults provide simple props and acknowledge child’s efforts to create props for 

stories.   

Adults encourage revisiting a familiar book and the retelling or acting out of the story 

as often as possible. 

Adult provide more complex plots when they notice the child is ready.  They find “just 

right books” by paying attention to the unique strengths and needs of the child. 

Adults show that a letter is not the same as a word. 

 

Adults use texts to stretch understanding of new words.   

Adults provide many  choices for self-selected reading time. They  pay attention to the 

unique interests of the child. They search out print sources that  match the child’s 

interests and passions. This is what  motivates and engages young readers- especially 

true for boys.  

Adults help build background knowledge by providing a theme where new words are 

explored in different ways. 

Adults introduce concept that some books are stories (fiction) and some books are 

about real things (information or non-fiction.   Frequent teacher-child reading builds 

listening comprehension and confidence. 
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